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Abstract: Athletic talent and creativity are important for winning bouts in combat sports. The aim of
the current study is to analyze technical–tactical actions performed by athletes of the 2016 Summer
Olympics according to the outcome (winners and losers) of a given bout. A total of 2374 actions
were analyzed. In this mixed-methods study, we used a nomothetic follow-up and multidimensional
design. The results showed that winners scored one point through direct attacks to the chest.
After scoring, athletes kicked with the back leg. In addition, they performed direct attacks prior to
score one point, while cuts occurred after scoring. Three points were scored by spinning techniques
and actions to the head, after which they kicked with the front leg. Cuts occurred prior to scoring
three points, while direct attacks occurred after scoring. The creativity to score points emerged as a
necessary characteristic of taekwondo athletes to win a bout. These results showed technical–tactical
implications derived from the last modifications of the regulations of this sport, as well as the necessary
adaptation of the athletes’ trainings in preparation for the next Olympic Games. It is suggested that
coaches and psychologists train athletes in better decision-making and creative strategic planning in
accordance with the successful patterns extracted in this study.
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1. Introduction

Over recent decades, the study of talents and creativity has gained popularity in many different
settings and domains [1]. Creativity is a unique or nonstandard solution to solve a problem. It may be
defined as the ability to produce work that is original, unexpected and useful (novel and appropriate) [2].
The ability to think and behave creatively in sports is often desirable by coaches and trainers [3].
Behaving creatively has been suggested as related to taekwondoists bout-victory as several tactical
decisions may surprise the opponent and score [4]. For this reason, it is suggested from a sport-specific
interpretation of creativity that tactical creativity may occur only during offensive bout situations,
and not in defensive ones [3].

Creatively solving a problem (i.e., winning a bout) requires talent—understood as the ability-level
of the athletes that is developed on the basis of innate potential and years of practice and training [5]
as could characterize elite athletes as Olympians [6]. In this sense, the quality of training methods is
important to become talented in sports [3], specifically concerning stimulus–attention and creative
decision-making [4,7]. Talent is also related to the identification and use of movement patterns adapted
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to changing context of performance (e.g., rule changes, enhanced technological equipment or new
performance strategies developed by clever opponents or coaches) to achieve performance goals [8].
This is especially important in a dynamic sport, such as taekwondo in which regulations have changed
several times in the last decade [9–11]. To train attention and creative responses in a sport, it is
important to know how the best elite athletes (winners of Olympic tournaments) behave and react to
their opponent’s tactics by analyzing their competitive patterns.

To date, studies carried out focusing on taekwondo have used mixed research methods [12] as
observational methodologies (OM) to collect, process and analyze information that cannot be studied in
the artificial setting of a laboratory, as the information of the behaviors and interactions naturally occur
in a competitive situation [13]. Scientific literature in this sport has focused on the technical–tactical
aspects of all competitors and has ignored other important issues, such as identifying the behavior of
talented or successful athletes [11]. The majority of the literature on this sport focuses on the analysis
of frequencies of actions among elite athletes [14–23]. Different frequencies of actions were found
between winners and losers in some Olympic tournaments, with male non-winners showing a higher
percentage of offensive kicks than winners in the 2000 tournament [16]. According to the nature of the
sport, non-winners gained fewer offensive points (40% offensive points) than defensive (60% defensive
points), while winners gained more points offensively and fewer points defensively (52% of points
offensively and 47% defensively), despite the fact that both winners and losers performed a similar
number of total techniques during competition [24].

Only two studies [11,25] have focused on the analysis of sequences or patterns used by winners
that could help coaches and athletes to understand how creative and talented athletes make decisions.
A study of 48 bouts from six World Cups (2000–2008) that used lag-sequential analyses showed that
winning athletes tended to use defensive actions due to their advantage on the scoreboard, while
offensive actions were used to score and fill the gap on the scoreboard [25]. Other studies that analyzed
the actions performed by the two top-three competitors of the last Olympiads (who won all bouts
except one) showed that they scored one point with direct attacks to the chest and used this action’s
prior score. They used spinning techniques to score two points and actions to the head, while they were
using indirect attacks and posterior counterattacks to score three points [11]. Despite the information
about winners and losers provided by these articles, it should be noted that no technical–tactical
patterns were extracted. The only study that has used such patterns was performed by Menescardi
and colleagues [11]. However, they focused on two athletes from the same weight category. Future
studies should consider analyzing larger data sets.

In addition, the use of different numbers of techniques between winners and losers has been
pointed out to also be related to the round—especially for winners, who normally use fewer actions in
the first round than losers, who typically use more actions at the end of the bout [16]. This pattern
has also been observed in the time–motion analysis of cadet athletes who performed longer fighting
phases in the last round of the bout [26]. This may be explained by the strategy to test the opponent in
the first part of a bout [27]. Other studies carried out with college athletes showed that not only the
amount of techniques, but also the type of techniques used were different. Losers showed behaviors
characterized by the use of direct- and indirect-attacking actions, while winners opted to employ
anticipatory, simultaneous and posterior counterattacks in a more reflexive and conservative style [20].

Finally, to provide information about elite taekwondo winners’ behavior to emulate creative and
talented sequences, the aim of the current study was to analyze technical–tactical actions performed
by athletes of the 2016 Summer Olympics according to the outcome (winners and losers) of the bout
and according to the round (first, second and third). To do this, a sequential analysis and posterior
polar coordinate analyses were performed to extract technical-tactical patterns for winners and losers.
These patterns proved to be suitable to be analyzed by statistical techniques to identify and help to
understand decisions taken in the sport performance [11,28–30].
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Methodology and Design

The study was carried out by using observational methodology (OM) consisting of active,
non-participatory observation, which has been proven to be one of the most suitable research methods
for studying spontaneous interactions between athletes [31]. For the development of the observational
tool, a design N/S/M was followed: nomothetic (12 athletes), follow-up between sessions (10 combats
were recorded) and intra- session monitoring (continuous recording of specific movements), as well as
multidimensional (since the observational tool consists of a mixed tool based on a categorical system
and field format).

2.2. Participants and Sample

The sample studied consisted of 2374 technical–tactical actions performed by 12 athletes who
competed in 10 bouts. The action inclusion criterion was the clear observability of each action (when
the action was not clear or incomplete and thereby being impossible to identify it, it was not codified).
A previous generalizability study was carried out to test the generalizability of the results (model
OC/P) [29,32,33]. The tested model showed generalizability (G) coefficients tending to one (0.98),
indicating that the observed behavior can be extrapolated to the sample population accurately (i.e.,
Olympians). Since the analyzed videos in which public behavior can be observed are in the public
domain, it was not necessary to obtain the informed consent of the athletes involved in the present
study [34]. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the study
protocol was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the first author’s university.

2.3. Instrument

To code the athlete’s behavior, the Taekwondo version 2, validated by Menescardi and
colleagues [32] and adapted to the new regulations of the 2016 Olympic tournaments, was used [11]
(Table A1, see Appendix A). This observational tool contains six exhaustive category systems (criteria)
and 23 mutually exclusive categories, distributed within each criterion.

Each action (kick or punch) was analyzed by different, previously trained observers. Three
observers divided into two groups (group A and B) were involved in the reliability analysis of the data.
To evaluate inter-observer reliability, each observer analyzed two combats. To evaluate intra-observer
reliability, one of the observers analyzed the same six combats twice in a row. Cohen’s kappa (κ) was
used to calculate intra- and inter-observer reliability. The inter- and intraobserver results showed that
Cohen’s kappa values ranged from 0.88 to 1.00 in each criterion. HOISAN v1.3.6.3 [35] was used to
codify the actions analyzed and to perform lag sequential and polar coordinates analyses.

2.4. Statistical Analyses

Lag sequential and polar coordinates analyses were carried out due to their
complementarity [11,36–38]. The lag sequential analysis is used to detect behavioral patterns from the
focal behavior (of interest) to others prospectively (looking forward in time from a given moment), or
retrospectively (looking backwards) using positive or negative lag counts [39]. A number of negative
(Z-1 and Z-2) and positive lags (Z1 and Z2) were used for known behavior associations between focal
and conditioned behaviors. In this sense, a lag count of ± 2 would correspond to a behavior that occurs
two positions after or before the behavior(s) of interest [39]. Patterns emerge when the categories with
a conditional probability value is greater than the unconditional probability determined by chance.
This condition can be found in the adjusted residual values (AR > 1.96; p > 0.05). AR obtained in the lag
sequential analysis are necessary for the subsequent polar coordinate analysis and map representation
to create vectors through the Zsum parameter (1) [11,28,29,36,38].

Zsum = Σz /
√

n (1)
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Two main points should be considered in the interpretation of the associations found in polar
coordinate analysis: (a) the quadrant location of the vector depending to the angle (θ), and (b) the
length or module of the vector. To calculate the length of the corresponding vector and corresponding
representation, the retrospective (Y axis) and prospective (X axis) Zsum values for each conditional
behavior are required. The length of the vector is calculated by (2) and the angle is determined by (3):

√
(Zsumprospective2+Zsumretrospective2 (2)

sine arc of Y/Radius (3)

With these mathematical formulas, four relationships can arise according to the quadrant, in
which the vector is located:

a. Quadrant I (0–90◦). Indicates that the technical–tactical action and the score are mutually
activated in both perspectives, that is, the technical–tactical actions occur before and after scoring (+, +);

b. Quadrant II (90–180◦). Indicates that the technical–tactical action not only inhibits the score,
but is also activated by them, that is, the technical–tactical action precedes, but does not follow the
score (+,–);

c. Quadrant III (180–270◦). Indicates that the technical–tactical action and score are mutually
inhibited, that is, the technical–tactical action neither precedes nor follows the score (–,–);

d. Quadrant IV (270–360◦). Indicates that the technical–tactical action activates the score, but is
also inhibited by them, that is, the technical–tactical action does not precede, but follows the score (–, +).

Despite that all relationships appear in the vector representation of the polar coordinates map,
only those with a module or radium length (r) of the vector > 1.96 were considered significant (p < 0.05)
and included in the results. Taking into account the aim of the study, a total of two lag sequential and
polar coordinates analyses were conducted according to the score criteria: one and three-point effective
actions. Effective two and four-point actions were not used in the video recordings, as they are also not
commonly used in competitions [11]. HOISAN software was used to carry out the analyses because it
integrates the analysis of the prospective lag sequential analysis and retrospective analysis. Matlab
was used to provide figures of polar coordinates [11,40,41].

3. Results

3.1. Results for Winners

Lag sequential analysis showed that winners scored one point with direct attacks (Z0 = 2.07) to
the chest (Z0 = 5.88), after which they used kicks with the back leg (Z+2 = 2.28). They scored three
points with spinning techniques (Z0 = 2.23) and actions to the head (Z0 = 5.88), after which they used
kicks with the front leg (Z+2 = 2.28). Results of lag sequential can be found as supplementary material
(see Table S1). Polar coordinates indicate that winners performed direct attacks (QII, r = 2.32) prior to
scoring one point while cuts occurred after scoring (QIV, r = 2.10, Figure 1a). Cuts occurred prior to
scoring three points (QII, r = 2.10) while direct attacks occurred after scoring (QIV, r = 2.32) (Figure 1b).
Results of polar coordinate analyses can be found as supplementary material (see Table S1).

3.2. Results for Losers

Lag sequential analysis showed that losers scored one point with direct attacks (Z = 3.05) to the
chest (Z = 4.77) while three points were scored with indirect attacks (Z = 3.46) to head (Z = 4.77), and
prior to scoring, they used dodges (Z = 2.45, see Table S2). Polar coordinates indicates that losers
performed kicks with the front leg prior and after scoring one point (QI, r = 2.48, Figure 2a), while they
used the back leg prior and after scoring three points (QI, r = 2.48, Figure 2b). Back-leg kicks were
inhibited before and after gaining one point (QIII) while front-leg kicks were inhibited prior and after
three-point actions (r = 2.48) (Figure 2 and Table S2).
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3.3. Results for winners according to the round

Winners scored one point by actions to the chest in the three rounds (Z0 = 2.37, 4.34 and
3.32, respectively); they also used simultaneous counterattacks prior to scoring in the second round
(Z-2 = 2.08, see Table S3). Regarding polar-coordinate analyses, winners used back-leg kicks prior to,
and after scoring (QI, r= 2.60) while circular techniques and cuts occurred after scoring one point in the
first round (QIV, r= 2.58 and 2.15, respectively, Figure 3a). Front-leg kicks were inhibited before and
after gaining a point (QIII, r = 2.60). In the second round, winners used simultaneous counterattacks
prior to scoring (QII, r = 2.59) and openings afterwards (QIV, r= 2.21, Figure 3b). In the last round,
they used kicks with the right leg prior to, and after scoring (QI, r = 2.62). Kicks with the left leg were
inhibited before and after gaining a point (QIII, r = 2.62, Figure 3c and Table S3).

To score three points, winners used actions to the head in the three rounds (Z0 = 2.37, 4.34 and
3.32, respectively). They also used dodges prior to scoring in the second round (Z-2 = 2.40, see Table S4).
Polar coordinate analyses showed that they used front-leg kicks prior to, and after scoring (QI, r= 2.60),
while circular techniques and cuts occurred prior to scoring one point in the first round (QII, r= 2.58
and 2.15, respectively, Figure 4a). Kicks with the back leg were inhibited before and after gaining
points (QIII, r = 2.60). In the second round, winners used openings prior to scoring (QII, r= 2.21) and
simultaneous counterattacks after scoring (QIV, r = 2.59, Figure 4b). In the last round, winners used
kicks with the left leg prior to, and after scoring (QI, r = 2.62). Kicks with the right leg were inhibited
before and after gaining points (QIII, r = 2.62, Figure 4c and Table S4).
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3.4. Results for Losers According to the Round

To score one point, losers used circular techniques prior to scoring (Z-2 = 2.83), with actions to the
chest by the right leg (Z0 = 3.16 and 2.42, respectively) in the first round. After scoring, they continued
with actions to the chest with the front leg (Z2 = 2.24). Losers used indirect attacks to score (Z0 = 2.65)
in the second round while circular techniques (Z1= 2.00) occurred after. In the third round, they used
actions to the chest to score (Z0 = 3.16, see Table S5). The polar-coordinate analysis showed that direct
attacks were performed prior to, and after scoring one point (QI, r = 2.13) in the first round (Figure 5a),
while linear actions and kicks with front leg were performed prior to, and after scoring one point in the
second round (QI, r = 3.07 and 2.11, respectively, Figure 5b). Circular techniques and back-leg kicks
were inhibited before and after gaining a point (QIII, r = 2.80 and 2.11, respectively, Figure 5b). In the
third round, direct attacks were inhibited before and after gaining a point (QIII, r = 2.66 Figure 5c and
Table S5).

Losers used dodges and linear kicks prior to scoring three points (Z-2= 2.42 and 2.83, respectively)
with actions to the head with the left leg (Z0= 3.16 and 2.42, respectively) in the first round. After
scoring, they continued with actions to the head with back leg (Z2 = 2.24). They used direct attacks to
score in the second round (Z0 = 1.98). Losers used indirect actions to the head to score in the third
round (Z0 = 2.42 and 3.16, respectively) while direct attacks occurred after (Z1= 2.54, see Table S6).
Regarding polar-coordinate analysis, the opposite trend to one-point actions was found for scoring
three points in the first round (DIA, QIII, r = 2.13, Figure 6a), second round (LIN, QIII, r = 3.07; FRO,
QIII, r = 2.11, Figure 6b) and third round (DIA, QIII, r = 2.66). Back-leg kicks with circular techniques
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were used prior to, and after scoring in the second round (QI, r = 2.11 and 2.80, respectively) and direct
attacks in the third round (QI, r = 2.66) (Figure 6c). In the first round, direct attacks were inhibited
before and after gaining points (QIII, r = 2.13). In the second round, linear techniques and front-leg
kicks were inhibited, before and after gaining points (QIII, r = 3.07 and 2.11, respectively, Figure 6 and
Table S6).
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4. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to analyze technical–tactical actions performed by athletes
of the 2016 Summer Olympics according to the outcome of the rounds and bouts. This is the first
study that uses the complementarity of polar coordinates and lag sequential analyses [36,42] to extract
technical–tactical patterns of effective actions according to round and the winner–loser condition of the
bout. The results indicated that the winners and losers scored one and three points similarly, but they
used different patterns prior to, and after scoring. In addition, they used different patterns depending
on the round of each bout. Finally, different creative patterns could contribute to the victory of the bout.

In taekwondo—as in other combat sports—it is important to take into consideration
stimulus–response in order to anticipate the opponent’s actions and act accordingly to win the
bout [43–45], specifically by behaving creatively to surprise the opponent [11]. Specifically, winners
scored one point with direct attacks to the chest. After scoring, they performed kicks with the back
leg. When round analysis was performed, more in-depth relationships emerged. Winners also used
simultaneous counterattacks prior to scoring (second round), back-leg kicks (first round) and right-leg
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kicks (third round). After scoring, winners used circular techniques and cuts (first round), openings
(second round) and kicks with the right leg (third round). Similarly, losers scored with direct attacks
to the chest while kicks with the front leg occurred prior to, and after scoring. Losers used circular
techniques prior to (first round), and after (second round) scoring. They also performed direct attacks
(first round), linear techniques (second round) and kicks with the front leg (second round) prior to,
and after scoring. Kicks with the front leg occurred after scoring (first round).

The use of direct attacks to score have been pointed out in previous studies [11,15,46,47] as
the most frequently used action performed during competitions at all competitive levels—whether
Olympic, college or national-level tournaments. This may be because a direct attack is a way for
athletes to adjust the distance in order to perform techniques to succeed scoring [11]. Despite that
winners and losers score similarly, it should be noted that the actions that precede and follow the
scoring are different. Differences according to the outcome can be seen in the major use of direct
attacks performed by winners, both prior to, and after scoring. Then, they try to repeat the effective
patterns as much as they can. In addition, winners used a more varied repertoire of tactical (e.g.,
simultaneous counterattacks, openings) and technical (e.g., back-leg, right-leg kicks, kicks to the head)
actions during the three rounds. Both winners and losers used front-legs kicks and circular techniques.
The major repertoire mastered by elite athletes has already pointed out in a previous study [11]. It
should be noted that the good adjustment of the competition distance [48] and selection of the proper
technical–tactical action to score [4,11,14,33] emerged as necessary to win the bout.

Another difference observed in the current study was that winners tried to continue scoring and
increasing the difference on the scoreboard by kicking to the head and by using the back leg, while
losers opted to kick with the front leg. Kicks with the back leg have been shown to be more powerful
than kicks with the front leg [49], and they achieve higher impact force than front-leg kicks, due to the
major trajectory. The use of back kicks is used to unbalance the opponent. Hence, it is recommended
to athletes finding themselves in a losing scenario during a bout to use kicks with the back kick, as it
increases the likelihood of scoring [33].

With regard to three points actions, spinning techniques and actions to the head were performed
by winners, covering all the possible tactics to score according to the regulation. After scoring, they
used kicks with the front leg. Cuts were performed by winners prior to scoring three points, while
direct attacks occurred after scoring. According to the round, they used different actions to the head.
They used cuts (first round), then dodges and openings (second round) and circular techniques (first
round), front-leg kicks prior to, and after scoring (first round) and kicks with back and right leg in the
third round. On the other hand, losers scoring three points with attacks to the head, used actions with
the back leg prior to, and after scoring three points, while prior to scoring, they also used dodges and
linear kicks (first round). After scoring, they continued with actions to the head. Back-leg kicks with
circular techniques were used prior to, and after scoring in the second round; direct attacks were used
in the last round.

The use of techniques to the head have been pointed out as an effective technique to score three
points from the 2012 Summer Olympics [11]. While losers used attacks, winners used not only actions
to the head, but also spinning techniques after reducing the distance—emulating an effective pattern
used at the 2012 tournament to score two points with spinning techniques [11,33,40]. As effective
one-point actions, to master the major technical–tactical repertoire (e.g., winners used some actions than
losers did not: cuts, front-leg kicks, openings, simultaneous counterattacks and spinning techniques)
allowing winning athletes to carry out the proper technical–tactical action according to their opponent’s
behavior [14].

One of the regulation’s modifications in this sport was the increasing of points awarded by using
spinning techniques to the chest due to its difficulty [9,10]. Previous studies [33,47] highlighted that
spinning techniques required a high ability and talent of the athletes to perform it because they lose
view of the opponent while spinning. It is coherent to think winners have more talent than losers and
also use more difficult techniques; and that this ability is the reason why they win the bout [11]. As
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talent is related to the identification of movement patterns [8], it is suggested to coaches and athletes
to train attention and creative responses in sport in sight of the effective patterns extracted in the
present study.

Regarding the limitations of the present study, it should be noted that our results should be
interpreted according to the characteristics of the polar coordinates analyses in terms of the probability
of occurrence of categories in the same criterion. In other words, if one category (i.e., the front leg)
is found in one quadrant, the other (i.e., the back leg) should appear in another. This is because it
is improbable that similar actions would be performed before and after scoring (according to the
exhaustive and mutually exclusive characteristics of the observational tool) [40]. On the other hand,
polar coordinate and lag sequential analyses are powerful techniques that have also been used as
data-reducing techniques, synthesizing the existing relationships and isolating those that occur more
frequently [50,51]. When the authors used the total sample and pooled data, some relationships were
masked or disappeared. However, when we considered a smaller sample, interesting relationships
emerged—as occurred when we analyzed the rounds during the tournament. Hence, it is suggested
to authors to consider not only the data of each bout, but also the specific behavior in each round,
specifically taking into consideration the relevance of the third round to win the bout. Finally, it
should be noted that the entire competition was not analyzed. It would be interesting to analyze
an entire competition, as well as different championship levels to see the influence of new rules and
regulations on the athlete’s performance. Despite these limitations, our results add to the growing
body of evidence supporting the need for developmentally appropriate training for athletes according
to the different rounds.

Practical applications

From a practical perspective, it is suggested that coaches plan a strategy to be developed during
the match, not only in terms of organizing complementary patterns, but also in terms of developing
strategies to inhibit (i.e., do not allow the opponent to perform) certain behaviors of the opponent.
Based on the results, it seems that winners performed actions based on pair-related-solutions over a
pair-related-actions. On the contrary, losers seemed to go through the tactical repertory of the game
(and during the three rounds) to find one tactical behavior that could be effective. In this sense, it seems
that winners not only performed with more consistency, but also defeated opponents by performing
certain actions (by inhibiting behaviors of the opponent), forcing them to try different tactics in order
to see if they could be more effective with those alternatives.

In this sense, we can see that to score one point, winners performed direct attacks to the chest
followed by cuts or kicks with the back leg, and to score three points, they performed cuts (before
scoring) with spin kicks, followed by direct attacks with the front leg. However, in the first round,
winners used the back leg (prior scoring) and cuts or circular kicks with the back leg (after scoring) to
obtain one point, while to score three points, they used cuts or circular techniques with the front leg
(before scoring), while they continued with the front leg (after scoring). In the second round, winners
used simultaneous counterattacks (prior scoring) and openings (after scoring) to obtain one-point,
while to obtain three points they performed the opposite: dodges or openings (before scoring) and
simultaneous counter attacks (after scoring). Thus, it seems that winners did not perform movements
to obtain one point but played with the distance (by performing dodges and openings), in order to
obtain three points. Similarly, in the third round, winners obtained one point with the right leg (while
the left was inhibited) and three points with the left leg (while the right leg was inhibited). Thus, it
seems that they used the right leg to obtain one-point and the left to obtain three points.

On the contrary—and in order to provide examples of the inconsistency in the performance of the
losers—we can see that to obtain one point, they performed kicks with the front leg (prior scoring)
and scored with direct attacks to the chest continuing again with the front leg (similar to the winners).
However, to obtain three points losers used dodges and back leg (prior and after scoring). Losers had
the back leg inhibited to obtain one-point, while the front leg was inhibited to obtain three points.
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This can be very dangerous, due to the fact that kicking to the head with the back leg makes the
athlete that performs the technique in a disadvantaged position as a spin kick can be performed by
the opponent (as showed by the points obtained by the winners). Lastly, in order to obtain one-point,
losers performed direct attacks (in the first), indirect (in the second), and had inhibited direct attacks
(in the third round), while to obtain three points they used direct attacks (in the second) and indirect
(in the third round). Therefore, it is suggested that coaches and athletes analyze their performance to
develop strategies that show more consistency and that facilitates those behaviors at which the athletes
are good, not only through creativity, but also with efficiency.

5. Conclusions

This is the first study to address the technical–tactical patterns of winners and losers during the
rounds of a bout. According to the results of the present study, it can be concluded that winners
had a more varied behavior and mastered a major repertoire of technical–tactical actions. Winners
used direct attacks prior to scoring. To score, they used direct attacks to the chest. After scoring, they
performed actions with the back leg. Before scoring three points, they performed cuts; after this, they
performed direct attacks. To score three points, winners used spinning techniques and actions to the
head, and after scoring, they performed direct attacks and used the front leg. Coaches should consider
the relevance of these findings to train effective technical-tactical patterns with their athletes to score
one and three points according to the observations of this study, but they should also consider the
effective patterns for each round.
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Table A1. Cont.

Criteria Categories Code Categorical Core or Description Sketches

Opening APE Movement to control the distance with the opponent or
bridge the gap between both competitors
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Defensive forward movement to avoid being 
beaten by a close opponent and to prevent the 
attacking action from being completed. This 

does not have a scoring objective 

Opening APE 
Movement to control the distance with the 
opponent or bridge the gap between both 

competitors 

Direct attack DIA 
Offensive action with the objective of scoring, 
ending with an impact on the opponent, but 

without previous movement 

Indirect attack INA 

Offensive action in order to score, ending with 
an impact on the opponent and with previous 
movement such as a step, skip, opening, guard 

change, kicking trajectory modification, etc. 

Anticipated 
counterattack ACA 

Action that starts during the opponent’s attack 
with the purpose of scoring. The athlete kicks 

the attacker during the preparatory phase 
(guard) and/or initial phase (when the 

opponent’s knee is being raised) 

Simultaneous 
counterattack SCA 

Action that starts at the same time as the 
opponent’s attack and has a scoring purpose. 

The athlete kicks at the same time as the 
opponent. Thus, the counter attacker kicks at 

the end of the attacker’s initial phase (leg 
raised) or during the impact momentum 

(impact phase) of the attacker’s kick 

Posterior 
counterattack PCA 

Action that begins after the opponent’s attack 
(during the descending phase or when 

attacker’s leg touches the ground) with a 
scoring purpose. Athletes kick at the same 
time. This action (sometimes) includes a 

previous backward displacement to dodge the 
opponent’s attack 

Techniques 

Linear LIN 

The kicking leg is directed toward the front of 
the opponent's body with a pushing motion in 
an attempt to kick the opponent with the sole 

of the foot 

Circular CIR 
The kicking leg is directed toward the 

opponent's side, with a circular movement in 
an attempt to kick the opponent with the instep 

Indirect attack INA

Offensive action in order to score, ending with an impact
on the opponent and with previous movement such as a

step, skip, opening, guard change, kicking trajectory
modification, etc.
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counterattack SCA 

Action that starts at the same time as the 
opponent’s attack and has a scoring purpose. 

The athlete kicks at the same time as the 
opponent. Thus, the counter attacker kicks at 

the end of the attacker’s initial phase (leg 
raised) or during the impact momentum 

(impact phase) of the attacker’s kick 

Posterior 
counterattack PCA 

Action that begins after the opponent’s attack 
(during the descending phase or when 

attacker’s leg touches the ground) with a 
scoring purpose. Athletes kick at the same 
time. This action (sometimes) includes a 

previous backward displacement to dodge the 
opponent’s attack 

Techniques 

Linear LIN 

The kicking leg is directed toward the front of 
the opponent's body with a pushing motion in 
an attempt to kick the opponent with the sole 

of the foot 

Circular CIR 
The kicking leg is directed toward the 

opponent's side, with a circular movement in 
an attempt to kick the opponent with the instep 

Anticipated
counterattack ACA

Action that starts during the opponent’s attack with the
purpose of scoring. The athlete kicks the attacker during
the preparatory phase (guard) and/or initial phase (when

the opponent’s knee is being raised)
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attacker’s leg touches the ground) with a 
scoring purpose. Athletes kick at the same 
time. This action (sometimes) includes a 

previous backward displacement to dodge the 
opponent’s attack  

Techniques 

Linear LIN 

The kicking leg is directed toward the front of 
the opponent's body with a pushing motion in 
an attempt to kick the opponent with the sole 

of the foot 

 

Circular CIR 
The kicking leg is directed toward the 

opponent's side, with a circular movement in 
an attempt to kick the opponent with the instep 
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the impact momentum (impact phase) of the attacker’s
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opponent’s attack  
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Linear LIN 

The kicking leg is directed toward the front of 
the opponent's body with a pushing motion in 
an attempt to kick the opponent with the sole 

of the foot 

 

Circular CIR 
The kicking leg is directed toward the 

opponent's side, with a circular movement in 
an attempt to kick the opponent with the instep 

 

Posterior
counterattack PCA

Action that begins after the opponent’s attack (during the
descending phase or when attacker’s leg touches the

ground) with a scoring purpose. Athletes kick at the same
time. This action (sometimes) includes a previous

backward displacement to dodge the opponent’s attack
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previous backward displacement to dodge the 
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Techniques 

Linear LIN 
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Circular CIR 
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Techniques Linear LIN
The kicking leg is directed toward the front of the

opponent’s body with a pushing motion in an attempt to
kick the opponent with the sole of the foot
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The kicking leg is directed toward the 

opponent's side, with a circular movement in 
an attempt to kick the opponent with the instep 

Circular CIR
The kicking leg is directed toward the opponent’s side,

with a circular movement in an attempt to kick the
opponent with the instep
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counterattack PCA 

Action that begins after the opponent’s attack 
(during the descending phase or when 

attacker’s leg touches the ground) with a 
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previous backward displacement to dodge the 
opponent’s attack 

Techniques 
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The kicking leg is directed toward the front of 
the opponent's body with a pushing motion in 
an attempt to kick the opponent with the sole 

of the foot 

Circular CIR 
The kicking leg is directed toward the 

opponent's side, with a circular movement in 
an attempt to kick the opponent with the instep 

Spin SPI Action performed with a previous rotation, at least 180◦

from the initial position, before kicking the opponent
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Height 
target 

Trunk TRU Kick to permitted areas of the trunk 

Head HEA Kick to permitted areas of the head 

Laterality 

Right RIG Kick performed with the right leg 

Left LEF Kick performed with the left leg 

Kicking leg 

Front FRO
Kick performed with the leg closest to the 

opponent 

Back BAC
Kick performed with leg furthest from the 

opponent 
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0 points SC0 
Action does not impact on the permitted areas 
or impacts in these areas, but not with enough 

force to score 
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Effective action performed on the protector 

with linear, circular or punch techniques that 
scores one point 

3 points SC3 

Effective action performed on the head with 
linear or circular technique or to the chest 

protector with a spinning technique that scores 
three points 

4 points SC4 
Effective action performed on the head with a 

technique with previous spin that scores 4 
points 

Punch PUN Punches made by hand
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Head HEA Kick to permitted areas of the head
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Table A1. Cont.

Criteria Categories Code Categorical Core or Description Sketches

Laterality Right RIG Kick performed with the right leg
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with linear, circular or punch techniques that 
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Effective action performed on the head with 
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technique with previous spin that scores 4 
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Left LEF Kick performed with the left leg
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or impacts in these areas, but not with enough 

force to score 
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with linear, circular or punch techniques that 
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3 points SC3 

Effective action performed on the head with 
linear or circular technique or to the chest 

protector with a spinning technique that scores 
three points 

4 points SC4 
Effective action performed on the head with a 

technique with previous spin that scores 4 
points 

Kicking leg Front FRO Kick performed with the leg closest to the opponent
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Spin SPI 
Action performed with a previous rotation, at 

least 180° from the initial position, before 
kicking the opponent 

Punch PUN Punches made by hand 

Height 
target 

Trunk TRU Kick to permitted areas of the trunk 
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force to score 

1 point SC1 
Effective action performed on the protector 

with linear, circular or punch techniques that 
scores one point 

3 points SC3 

Effective action performed on the head with 
linear or circular technique or to the chest 

protector with a spinning technique that scores 
three points 

4 points SC4 
Effective action performed on the head with a 

technique with previous spin that scores 4 
points 

Back BAC Kick performed with leg furthest from the opponent
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Spin SPI 
Action performed with a previous rotation, at 

least 180° from the initial position, before 
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Effective action performed on the protector 

with linear, circular or punch techniques that 
scores one point 

3 points SC3 

Effective action performed on the head with 
linear or circular technique or to the chest 

protector with a spinning technique that scores 
three points 

4 points SC4 
Effective action performed on the head with a 

technique with previous spin that scores 4 
points 

Score

0 points SC0 Action does not impact on the permitted areas or impacts
in these areas, but not with enough force to score
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Spin SPI 
Action performed with a previous rotation, at 

least 180° from the initial position, before 
kicking the opponent 

Punch PUN Punches made by hand 

Height 
target 

Trunk TRU Kick to permitted areas of the trunk 

Head HEA Kick to permitted areas of the head 

Laterality 

Right RIG Kick performed with the right leg 

Left LEF Kick performed with the left leg 

Kicking leg 

Front FRO
Kick performed with the leg closest to the 

opponent 

Back BAC
Kick performed with leg furthest from the 

opponent 

Score 

0 points SC0 
Action does not impact on the permitted areas 
or impacts in these areas, but not with enough 

force to score 

1 point SC1 
Effective action performed on the protector 

with linear, circular or punch techniques that 
scores one point 

3 points SC3 

Effective action performed on the head with 
linear or circular technique or to the chest 

protector with a spinning technique that scores 
three points 

4 points SC4 
Effective action performed on the head with a 

technique with previous spin that scores 4 
points 

1 point SC1 Effective action performed on the protector with linear,
circular or punch techniques that scores one point
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Spin SPI 
Action performed with a previous rotation, at 

least 180° from the initial position, before 
kicking the opponent 

Punch PUN Punches made by hand 

Height 
target 

Trunk TRU Kick to permitted areas of the trunk 

Head HEA Kick to permitted areas of the head 

Laterality 

Right RIG Kick performed with the right leg 

Left LEF Kick performed with the left leg 

Kicking leg 

Front FRO
Kick performed with the leg closest to the 

opponent 

Back BAC
Kick performed with leg furthest from the 

opponent 

Score 

0 points SC0 
Action does not impact on the permitted areas 
or impacts in these areas, but not with enough 

force to score 

1 point SC1 
Effective action performed on the protector 

with linear, circular or punch techniques that 
scores one point 

3 points SC3 

Effective action performed on the head with 
linear or circular technique or to the chest 

protector with a spinning technique that scores 
three points 

4 points SC4 
Effective action performed on the head with a 

technique with previous spin that scores 4 
points 

3 points SC3
Effective action performed on the head with linear or

circular technique or to the chest protector with a spinning
technique that scores three points
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Back BAC
Kick performed with leg furthest from the 

opponent 

Score 

0 points SC0 
Action does not impact on the permitted areas 
or impacts in these areas, but not with enough 

force to score 

1 point SC1 
Effective action performed on the protector 

with linear, circular or punch techniques that 
scores one point 

3 points SC3 

Effective action performed on the head with 
linear or circular technique or to the chest 

protector with a spinning technique that scores 
three points 

4 points SC4 
Effective action performed on the head with a 

technique with previous spin that scores 4 
points 

4 points SC4 Effective action performed on the head with a technique
with previous spin that scores 4 points
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